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Bin Drum & Tie Bar Covers
IPS manufactures a complete range of Drum, Bin and Tie Bar covers for
a wide variety of applications.
IPS Bin & Drum Covers prevent your raw material becoming contaminated from air born
dirt, dust, and other unwanted debris. They do this by keeping your material securely
covered within the container.
IPS covers combine both Positive and Negative Air flow handling so there is no need to
purchase a special cover for each requirement.

IPS Bin & Drum covers are easy to install & remove and, the universal sizing means
fewer covers are required to fit a wider variety of containers. If you don't see a
standard size that meets your needs we will make one for you including special sizes
for your regrind applications
Standard Bin Cover Sizes
GLC 40” x 40”

GLC 40” x 46”

GLC 42” x 48”

GLC 48” x 48”
GLC 48” x 52”
Standard wand openings are 2.75” special openings from 6” – 10” for regrind
euipment
Standard Drum Cover Sizes
DC 1 single wand opening

DC 2 double wand opening

Standard wand openings are 2.75” special openings from 6” – 10” for regrind
equipment

Wand openings in all IPS covers have a zipper so they can be closed when not in use.
They also have an elastic sock where the wand is inserted. In addition to the standard
sizes shown, we will make special configurations to your precise requirements.
Covers can be supplied with larger wand openings for regrind applications, multiple
wand openings to customer’s exact specifications and special covers with no wand
openings to protect the material being stored in-between jobs. Covers are also
available to protect part finished parts being held in bins, boxes or drums

Tie Bar Covers
Moulders use Tie Bar Covers to protect their mouldings from unwanted contamination
from contact with tie bar grease.
They can be installed specifically for in mold labelling application to prevent labels from
getting into the platen tie bar bushings and causing bushing wear.

Standared Tie Bar Covers
TBC-003 40” X 3” dia.
TBC-004 45” X 4” dia.
TBC-00550” x 5” dia
TBC-006 60” X 6” dia.

IPS Tie Bar covers which are made of tough, oil resistant polyester material with plastic
zippers. Tie Bar covers are mounted to the mold using magnet sets and use industrial
strength zippers to secure the covers over the tie bars.

Some Benefits of IPS Covers:• Scrap Reduction• Contamination Elimination •
Improved returns Easy Installation • Quick Access to Material

